Quite Lite Shelters

Durable • Portable • Modular
Quick Cabin - 10’x10’
The Quick Cabin is modular, lightweight, rugged, insulated, and easy to set up. It comes as a complete kit and the only tool required for set up is a screwdriver. The Quick Cabin components are UV-treated, making for a long-lasting shelter. The shape of the Quick Cabin’s walls creates a surprising amount of usable space with a minimal footprint. Each modular component is very lightweight, none exceeding 30 lbs, making it easy for anyone to be able to set it up. Whether in snow or sun, the Quick Cabin provides shelter and relief from the elements.

Quick Cabin - Extension Kit
As many as two (2) extension kits may be added to the Quick Cabin. Each extension kit increases the length of the Quick Cabin by 2 panels. Each kit includes 4 wall panels, a roof extension, and an additional 14” vent allowing for the 10’x10’ to be extended to 10’x13.5’ and 10’x17’.

Set-up & Teardown
With a little practice, it is possible for one person to assemble a Quick Cabin in less than two hours! If the Quick Cabin needs to be relocated, it can be disassembled even faster than it is assembled! With threaded inserts, the Quick Cabin is built to be assembled and disassembled as many times as needed.
Organized Camp Concept
The ease of setting up the Quick Cabins coupled with the simple and inexpensive ability to modify the panels with additional inlets/outlets for heating, cooling, water, and electricity for an entire community lends itself well to quickly providing organized housing systems.

UDECX - On-grade Platform
Our partners at UDECX have an excellent product that matches the Quick Cabin in its quick assembly, portability, and durability. The UDECX system provides a raised platform that can be set up on uneven surfaces and leveled with the included pedestals.

Additional Services
For large quantity orders, we are able to provide on-site assistance with the initial assembly and ongoing development and support to help optimize the use of the Quick Cabins for the intended purpose and population.
Contact Information

For additional information or to place an order, please contact the following:

Kevin Van Harn
General Manager
Quite Lite Campers & Shelters
Teal Global Enterprises
970-744-6568 x505
kevin@quitelite.com